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the case of the
disgusting school dinners

by Angie Lake

student

pack

Create your personal file

Name: _______________________________
School: _______________________________
Best friend: ___________________________
Second best friend: ______________________
Pets: ________________________________
Distinguishing features: ___________________
_____________________________________
Hobbies:
_______________
_______________
_______________

Draw yourself here!
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book review
Keep a record of the book and your opinion after you’ve read it.

Title:

the case of the disgusting school dinners

Author:

angie lake

Summarise the story in one sentence.
Describe the main character.

What is your favourite part of the story?

Draw your favourite illustration from the book.

Would you recommend this book to your friends?
Yes

No

My star rating:
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create a healthy
school lunch menu
Greenville Academy is creating a new lunches and have asked YOU to help think of
some better options! Add in some healthy meals to plan your lunch menu.

STARTERS:

MAINS:

DESSERTS:
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write a recipe
Choose one of your lunch options and tell Greenville Academy how to make it!

Ingredients:

Method:

Put the name of
the meal here.

List everything it
is made of here.

Write easy
step-by-step
instructions that
explain how to
make it.
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all the ingredients
have been mixed up!
Granny Meera’s food order has arrived but all the ingredients have all
been mixed together! Can you help match the ingredients to her recipes?

Pastry
Toffee
Full English breakfast samosas

Bacon
Bread
Masala powder

Cheddar cheese and
mango chutney sandwiches

Eggs
Butter
Mangos
Sausages

Sticky toffee pudding masala

Butter
Cheese
Baked beans

Can you create a Granny Meera-inspired recipe using some of these ingredients?
Draw it below, label the ingredients and give it a name:

___________________________________________________________
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comprehension questions
1.

What is Mina Mistry’s real name? ________________________________________________

2.

What does Mina Mistry want to be when she grows up? _________________________________

3.

What are Mr Panda’s distinguishing features? ________________________________________

4.

What does Holly want to be when she grows up? _______________________________________

5.

Sort these foods into ‘food friends’ and ‘food foes’:
broccoli

chicken nuggets

sweets
fruit

fish

milk
sprouts

biscuits
crisps

chips		

FOOD FRIENDS:

chocolate

burgers
lean meat

FOOD FOES:

6.

What does Mina set out to investigate? ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

7.

Who is Mina’s first suspect and why does she suspect them?_______________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

8.

What is odd about the school’s food deliveries? ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

9.

How does Mina plan to find the culprit at the fundraiser? _______________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

10.

By the end, who does Mina uncover as the guilty person and why? _________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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wordsearch
Can you find all the words? Look forwards, backwards, up, down and diagonal...

MINA

		PANDA			SCHOOL			CASE

HOLLY			GARETH			LUNCH			SWEET
DANNY			MYSTERY		HEALTHY		GROSS
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start your collection!
Book 1 - read it first!

Look out for book 2!
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This needs investigating.
This looks like a case for
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the case of the
disappearing pets
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An explosion at the local pet shop shows Mina that
this pet palaver can’t be a coincidence.
But why is someone stealing all the animals?
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Pets. Mina doesn’t have any.
This is super inconvenient when
it’s Showcase Your Pets week
at school. Unfortunately, Mina’s best
friend Holly doesn’t have any pets either now
that her hamster’s gone missing.
And has anyone seen Danny’s pet toad?
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